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AUTOMOBILES AND ARCHITECTURE

Looking at the trend of automobile design in the past few years it is amusing to contemplate what the results might be if the car designer, or "stylist" as he is called, were turned loose on the design of buildings.

To begin with the obvious, it is sure that all facades would be made "pretty" with a liberal use of chrome, whether it was needed or not. This — of course — in the interest of "sales appeal." Doors and ceilings would no doubt be designed for that stooped-over look, and, as in his cars, he will hang a skin on the frame which fits — but not quite. In the mechanical aspects he will do a fine job. It will be finally engineered, but no doubt far and beyond actual requirements — and — if he were a bright boy he would soon learn how to keep poisonous gasses of the mechanical plant from seeping into the thing — something which tragically he has not yet learned to do in his cars.

The architect, if he were allowed to design a car might fare a little better — but not much. It is sure that his car would be designed with a due regard for the size of people — unless of course he was a fancier of the sports car. But without a question, his car would be tight enough and well ventilated enough to stop seepage of exhaust fumes. On the other hand, he might fry the occupant with an overuse of glass — but at that point he might decide to use sunshades, to overcome the objection of too much glass in the first place.

With his experience in curtain walls it will be easy for him to apply the auto body in a similar fashion. Of course there is the possibility that he may decide to be honest—or brutally frank—and expose the mechanics of the thing. The possibilities here are endless and even the traditionalist would have his say.

The results in each case, the architect and his car, the auto designer with his building, are awful to contemplate. It is best for each to stick to his own and the shoemaker to his last, but that does not mean that one cannot learn from the other.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE STEEL FABRICATING CO., INC.
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ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBIT AT LANE MEMORIAL LIBRARY
HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
THREE NEW HAMPSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL OFFICES PARTICIPATE

An exhibit of exemplary architecture in industrial, educational, residential and ecclesiastical fields is being featured during the entire month of April at the Lane Memorial Library at Hampton, N. H. Arthur C. Johnson, the library director of cultural displays, assisted in arranging the exhibit.

Three leading architectural firms of the seacoast area are participating in the exhibition: Bradt, Littlefield and Williams of Dover, William L. White of Exeter and Maurice E. Witmer of Portsmouth.

The unusual display is shown on the peg board which borders two sides of the stack area in this new wing of the library. Each of the exhibitors is displaying photographs in black and white and color of their work in these four important fields of architecture; also renderings in pencil and in water color and plans.

Bradt, Littlefield and Williams feature industrial designs, schools and libraries. The Bradt firm designed the new wing and renovations in the old section of Hampton’s public library. Mr. White shows mainly residential plans and renderings while ecclesiastical works is prominent in the showing of Maurice E. Witmer.

The public is cordially invited to visit this architectural exhibit which will be displayed during the entire month of April.
Color Styling?
Are you having trouble selecting colors and materials?
Would you like help from an experienced, factory trained
COLOR CONSULTANT?
At no cost to you; call the expert on
COLOROBOT COLOR STYLING
RALPH KNOETTNER
9 Woodbury Lane • Bedford, N. H. • NA ional 3-7942
OR
CLARK & STEARNS, INC.
New Hampshire’s Leading Paint Distributors
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SPRAGUE’S #4 DISTILLATE FUEL OIL
Sprague at Portsmouth now offers a special fuel oil for use
- where #6 (Bunker "C") fuel oil is not considered practicable
- where #5 blended oil results in inefficient operation, excessive service calls, or unsatisfactory performance
- where #2 fuel oil is over 20,000 gallons per year

This is SPRAGUE’S #4 DISTILLATE, a refined product of consistent analysis, delivered to Portsmouth by tanker direct from the refinery, and stored separately in a 4,000,000 gallon capacity tank.

The use of SPRAGUE’S #4 DISTILLATE eliminates the problems of poor combustion and excess soot caused by variations in the oil’s characteristics from load to load, does away with starting failures in cold weather, high preheating costs, and sludge precipitation in storage tanks, and requires less attention and service.

Deliveries of SPRAGUE’S #4 DISTILLATE are made in Sprague trucks throughout New Hampshire and into Maine, Massachusetts, and Vermont.

SPRAGUE’S #4 DISTILLATE is competitive in price with #5 blended oil and superior in performance. Let one of our representatives tell you more about it.

Telephone Portsmouth, GEneva 6-4120 for further information.

C. H. SPRAGUE & SON CO.
Gosling Road — P. O. Box 478
PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Home office at Boston — Offices serving customers in 24 States and Canada.

E. S. BOULOS CO.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS
1217 ELM STREET — MANCHESTER, N. H. — Tel. NA ional 3-8831
P. O. BOX 837

21 CENTER STREET — PORTLAND, MAINE — Tel. SPruce 2-3706
P. O. BOX 860

“Serving Northern New England since 1920”
SPRING A.I.A. MEETING
MAY 22, AT KEENE

John R. Holbrook, chairman in charge of arrangements for the May meeting of New Hampshire Chapter, A.I.A., announces that the meeting will be held on Friday, May 22 at the Keene Country Club.

The program calls for a business meeting of the executive committee at 4 o'clock, a cocktail and social hour from 5 to 6:30, followed by a dinner.

Entertainment following the meeting and dinner will be provided by Henry G. Neugebauer, archaeologist, electrical engineer and business man of Keene. Mr. Neugebauer's lecture, which will be illustrated with colored photographs, will deal with the Mayan Ruins of Mexico.

Highlight of the May meeting will be the election of officers for the coming year. A nominating committee composed of John D. Betley, chairman, Mitchell P. Diresa of Manchester and Arnold Perreton, will bring in a slate of officers.

Chairman Holbrook states that he will be at the Keene Country Club in the afternoon to tangle with any architect who would like to play a round of golf.

FRANK KENNETT, JR., A.I.A.


Mr. Kennett is married and has three children and makes his home in North Conway, where he has opened an office for the practice of architecture.

MAARTEN D. DEN HARTOG, A.I.A.

Born in Wilkinsburg, Pa., 31 years of age, married, has one son and two daughters.

Attended prep school in Boston, Washington, D.C., Roxbury Latin and St. Albans. Studied architecture at Tyler School of Fine Arts, Philadelphia, Pa.; Harvard, and a Fulbright Scholarship for a year of architectural study at Delft Technical University in the Netherlands.

Served his architectural apprenticeship with architectural and engineering firms in Boston and with Norman P. Randlett in Laconia. The Boston firms include Anderson and Beckwith, E. T. Steffian, Hutchins and French, Jackson and Moreland, Inc., and Liberty Mutual Insurance Company.

Recently opened his own office for the practice of architecture in Weston, Mass.

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS SET NEW RECORD IN FEBRUARY, UP 18 PER CENT FROM LAST YEAR

NEW YORK—Construction contracts in the United States (excluding Alaska) totalled $2.3 billion in February, setting a new all-time record for the month 18 per cent above February, 1958, according to F. W. Dodge Corporation.

In releasing the latest figures, Dodge vice president and economist George Cline Smith said that nearly every major construction category rose above last year's level.

"By far the strongest element in February was housing," Dr. Smith reported. "The number of new dwelling units covered by contracts during the month totalled 85,206, an increase of 44 per cent over February of last year. Units in apartments, single family houses and two family houses all were up by approximately the same percentage, marking the first time in several years that single family houses have been as strong as the other two types."

"But the most encouraging feature of the new figures," Dr. Smith said, "was the first upturn in industrial building
contracts since the recession. This category is an extremely important indicator of economic conditions ahead, and the fact that it rose 37 per cent over February, 1958 is highly significant of business optimism about the future.”

Non-residential building contracts in February totalled $704,337,000, down 6 per cent below February, 1958. The decline was primarily accounted for by decreases in contracts for office, schools and public buildings. Increases were reported for stores, factories, hospitals and social and recreational buildings.

Residential building contracts in February were $1,073,077,000, up 48 per cent over last year. All residential categories, without exception, were up.

February heavy engineering contracts amounted to $529,623,000, up 11 per cent above the corresponding month of last year. Within the category public works contracts were up 13 per cent, with gains in all types including highways, bridges and sewerage systems. Contracts for utilities rose by 8 per cent, with electric light and power systems down and all other major types up.

Cumulative totals for the first two months of 1959, with the percentage changes from the corresponding period of last year, were as follows: Non-residential buildings, $1,521,120,000, up one per cent; residential building $2,091,220,000, up 39 per cent; heavy engineering, $1,009,049,000, unchanged; and total construction $4,621,389,000, up 15 per cent.

---

SPRAGUE FUELS for New Hampshire consumers

Sprague has a fuel to satisfy most heating and process load requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industrial Fuel Oils</th>
<th>Bituminous Coals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#4 Distillate</td>
<td>Southern Tidewater and Northern All Rail coals for underfeed, spreader, or chain grate stokers and pulverized fuel units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5 Blend</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6 Bunker &quot;C&quot; (Residual)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sprague has a New Hampshire organization on the spot to serve the entire state

- A tidewater terminal at Portsmouth handling a full range of Industrial fuel oils and quality Southern West Virginia coals.
- A fleet of fuel oil and coal trucks for complete delivery service, and facilities for making rail shipments of both coal and fuel oil.
- A sales and engineering force available to you offering factual information on the type of fuel best suited to each installation's equipment.

Telephone our representatives at Portsmouth, GEneva 6-4120 for sales service.

C. H. SPRAGUE & SON CO.

Gosling Road — P. O. Box 478
PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Home office at Boston — Offices serving customers in 24 States and Canada.
I. COMPENSATION.

On Percentage of Construction Cost:

Compensation for the normal architectural service outlined in Doc. 177, exclusive of items noted in II, is customarily based on a percentage of the cost of the work, generally referred to as the basic rate.

The rate varies according to the character of the work. Projects normally fall into the following classifications to which the reasonable minimum basic rates as noted should apply:

A. Structures of utilitarian character, such as garages, warehouses and repetitive dwelling units. 5%
B. Structures of conventional type, such as apartment buildings and hotels, banks, office buildings, institutional and dormitory buildings, educational buildings, and stores. 6%
C. Structures of specialized requirements, such as theatres, libraries, churches, hospitals and laboratories. 7%
D. Structures of monumental type, such as memorials. 8%

Residences, decorative furnishings, special interiors and alterations are subject to higher rates in accord with their special character.

II. REIMBURSEMENTS AND EXTRA SERVICES.

1. Reimbursements: The Owner should reimburse the Architect the costs of transportation and living incurred by him and his assistants while traveling in discharge of duties connected with the work, the cost of all reproductions of documents required for bidding purposes, the cost of any special consultants other than for normal structural, plumbing, heating, electrical, and other mechanical work, and other disbursements on his account approved by the Owner.

2. Separate Contracts: The basic rate noted in Section I, applies to work let under a single contract. For any portions of the work let under separate contracts, on account of extra service thereby required, a rate approximately one-third higher is proper, and if substantially all the work is so let the higher rate should apply to the entire work; but there should be no such increase on the plumbing, heating, electrical and other mechanical work or on any contracts in connection with which the Owner reimburses special consultants’ fees to the Architect, or for articles not designed by the Architect but purchased under his direction.

3. Extra Services and Special Cases: If the Architect is caused extra drafting or other expense due to changes ordered by the Owner subsequent to approval of preliminary drawings, or due to the delinquency or insolvency of the Owner or Contractor, or as a result of damage by fire or other calamity or serious delay in completion of the work, he should be equitably paid for such extra expense and the service involved.

Work let on any cost-plus basis, site development work, measured drawings of existing structures, service as expert witness, preparation of as-built drawings, alternative designs, special detailed estimates, preparation of program of project requirements, and design layout of furniture and equipment should be the subject of a special charge in accord with the special service required. The Owner should reimburse the Architect the cost of perspectives and models authorized by the Owner, and fees for filing drawings with authorities and obtaining approvals and permits.

If any work designed or specified by the Architect is abandoned or suspended, in whole or in part, the Architect should be paid for the service rendered on account of it.

4. Supervision of the Work: The Architect will endeavor by general supervision to guard the Owner against defects and deficiencies in the work of contractors, but he does not guarantee the performance of the contracts. The general supervision of the Architect is to be distinguished from the continuous on-site inspection of a clerk-of-the-works.

When authorized by the Owner, a clerk-of-the-works acceptable to both Owner and
Architect shall be engaged by the Architect at a salary satisfactory to the Owner and paid by the Owner upon presentation of the Architect’s monthly statements.

III. PAYMENTS,

Payments for the basic services outlined herein, based on a percentage of construction costs, are customarily due as follows:

1. Upon completion of the preliminary services a sum equal to 25% of the basic rate computed upon a reasonable estimated cost. It is proper upon signing an agreement, for the Architect to receive a portion of this amount as a retainer.

2. Upon completion of the working drawings and specifications a sum sufficient to increase payments to 75% of the rate of commission agreed upon, computed upon a reasonable cost estimated on such completed drawings and specifications, or if bids have been received then computed upon the lowest bona fide bids.

Throughout the development of the preliminary studies and the working drawings and specifications it is proper for the Architect to receive payments monthly, aggregating at the conclusion of each phase the amounts stated above.

3. From time to time, at monthly or stated intervals, during the execution of the work, and in proportion to its progress, payments should be made on account of the basic fee until, at completion, the aggregate of all payments shall be a sum equal to the rate or rates of commission agreed upon computed upon the final cost of the work.

4. Payments to the Architect, other than those on his basic fee, fall due from time to time as his work is done or as expense is incurred.

5. No deductions shall be made from the Architect’s fee on account of penalty, liquidated damages, or other sums withheld from payments to contractors.
NEW OFFICE BUILDING
BEEBE RUBBER COMPANY, NASHUA, N. H.

ARCHITECTS: TRACY & HILDRETH, A.I.A.
Nashua, N. H.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: P. M. MacKAY & SONS
Nashua, N. H.

The Beebe Rubber Company are makers of rubber heels and soles and are the exclusive manufacturers in the United States of the new "Ripple" soles. The growth of the company's business has required a number of additions to its plant during recent years. Tracy and Hildreth have served as architects for the following projects:

1954 — New Warehouse
1955 — Factory Addition
1957 — Factory Addition
1958 — New Office Building
1959 — New Factory Addition (now under construction)

The accompanying illustrations show the new office building and also give a glimpse of the factory with some of its recent additions. The Owners maintain their grounds with excellent landscaping, although the landscaping around the office building has not yet been accomplished.

The following outline covers the major features of the construction of the office building:

Area: 2900 square feet.
Foundations: Concrete.
Walls: Brick face, air space, masonry block backers except structural glazed tile on lower section.
Windows: Aluminum awning.
Roof: Wood roof rafters, wood deck.
Roofing: Vapor seal, rigid insulation, built-up roofing.
Floor: Concrete slab on grade.
Ceilings: Acoustical tile.
Partitions: Movable metal office partitions.
Electrical: Fluorescent troffers.
Heating: Forced hot water, finned tube radiation.
Sprinkler: Complete sprinkler protection.
NUTTING BUILDING
NASHUA, N. H.
This commercial building is part of a project for the widening of Main Street by the removal of what has been called the “bottleneck.” This building replaces one which was razed last year. It contains four stores, but the partitions between stores are designed to be removed easily permitting a smaller number of larger stores. Each store has a basement, the rear of which is at ground level on the sloping side.

An analysis of insurance rates dictated the floor and roof construction and the installation of a sprinkler system. These added costs will be paid for in a relatively few years by savings in insurance premiums.

A brief outline of materials follows:

Foundations: Reinforced concrete.
Exterior Walls: Brick.
Basement Floor: Concrete on grade.
First Floor: Flexicore precast slabs.
Roof: Steel joists, Steeltex, Concrete deck.
Roofing: Vapor seal, Insulation, Built-up roofing.
Windows: Aluminum store fronts and entrances.
Flooring: Vinyl tile.
Partitions: Basement — Masonry block. First Floor — Wood studs and sheetrock.
Ceilings: Acoustical tile.
Lighting: Fluorescent fixtures.
Heating: Each store has its own forced warm air heater with provisions made for future summer cooling.

ARCHITECTS: TRACY & HILDRETH, A.I.A.
Nashua, N. H.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: BLANCHARD STEBBINS, INC.
Manchester, N. H.
CERAMIC TILE
at
THE NEW
NUTTING BUILDING
Main Street Nashua, N. H.

CERAMIC TILE - QUARRY TILE
RESILIENT TILE FLOORS

Our salesmen cover all of New England. Phone Liberty 2-5300 for a qualified representative to assist your planning.

The Roofing
at
OFFICE BUILDINGS
for
BEEBE RUBBER CO.
Nashua, N. H.
was done by

C & B ROOFING CO.
Roofing and Sheet Metal Work of All Kinds
Approved Roofer For Barrett Bonded Roofs

26 Mason Street
NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE

BLANCHARD STEBBINS, INC.

Commercial and Industrial Work
330 Lincoln Street Dial NA 3-2273
MANCHESTER, N. H.

General Contractor
for
THE NUTTING BUILDING
Nashua, New Hampshire
P. M. MacKAY & SONS, INC.
Contractors & Builders
25 Marshall St., Nashua, N. H.
Tel. TU 2-2991

CONSTRUCTORS OF
OFFICE BUILDINGS
for
Beebe Rubber Co.
Nashua, N. H.

Plumbing - Heating
and Ventilating
at
NUTTING BUILDING
Nashua, New Hampshire
and
HOLY TRINITY
EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
Newington, New Hampshire

WALTER J.
Parenteau, Inc.
147 Maple St. Tel. NA 2-8130
MANCHESTER, N. H.

ON THE LEVEL

At B. L. MAKEPEACE you'll find the most complete stock of quality engineering instruments in New England... famous Keuffel & Esser levels, transits, tapes, drafting instruments... in fact, everything for the engineer, draftsman and artist.

SPECIALISTS IN
- BLUEPRINTS - PHOTOSTATS - PLAN REPRODUCTIONS
The way you want them... when you want them!

CALL
Copley 7-2700

INSTRUMENT REPAIR DEPARTMENT
Completely equipped and staffed with skilled craftsmen to give you prompt, efficient service in repairing and rebuilding engineering instruments of all kinds.

New England's Largest Distributors of Drawing Materials, Art, Engineering and Architectural Supplies

B. L. MAKEPEACE Inc.
1266 Boylston Street • Boston
HOLY TRINITY EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
Newington, N. H.

ARCHITECTS: KOEHLER & ISAAC, A.I.A.
Manchester, N. H.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: THE MAXAM CO., INC.
Portsmouth, N. H.

It is a rare pleasure to work with a religious group in their first efforts to establish their place of worship. And this was the pleasure our firm enjoyed in designing this Fellowship and Worship Unit. It is so designed that as the congregation grows and budget permits this unit will become the Youth Educational Center and the main house of worship will be built in close connecting proximity.

The slab on grade, plaster flooring, gypsum and oak panelling, finished brick backdrop at Chancel; the kitchen facilities for church suppers and the Sacristy are designed to fulfill the needs of the people at this time. The use of cedar siding stained and red brick, aside from its excellent maintenance abilities, lends a color at home with the rolling fields of Newington. As seen from a distance along the Spaulding Turnpike, the steel cross visible in all directions identifies the building as a place of worship. Here again the builder and his various craftsmen have executed high quality workmanship and care. You are buzzing up and down the Turnpike so often why don’t you stop a while and visit this quiet spot, it won’t hurt a bit.
Robert D. Forsyth
and Sons
17 Cedar St.
Dial 2-2933
HAVERHILL, MASS.

M. B. Foster Electric Co.
Telephone GEneva 6-5606 - 07
69 Albany Street
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

Electrical Contractor

for
HOLY TRINITY
Evangelical Lutheran Church
NEWINGTON,
NEW HAMPSHIRE

ALSO BONDED ROOFERS FOR
JOHNS-MANSVILLE and CAREY ROOFING
SHEET METAL WORK

Roofing Contractor

for
HOLY TRINITY
Evangelical Lutheran Church
Newington, New Hampshire

The
maxam
Company INC.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION
with
Skill
Integrity
and
Responsibility

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Portsmouth, N. H.

HOLY TRINITY EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
Newington, New Hampshire
DURACRETE

for

STAINED GLASS WINDOWS

Consult

THE ARTIST
and CRAFTSMAN

FRANCESCO RUOCCO STUDIOS

123 Water Street  Haverhill, Massachusetts
The conditions of structure presented an extremely interesting problem in the development of the Chapel for the First Congregational Church. Except for the small addition at the Chancel end of the Chapel, the entire Chapel was designed within the confines of the present wall, floor and roof. To provide a continuity of architectural treatment the oak paneling, pews, pulpit, lectern and baptismal were toned and scaled to the present Main Church Chancel. There is an inherent difficulty in Chapel design which centers around scale; if the scale is lofty the individual can become lost; if the scale is minus-normal the effect is to make the individual overpowering; there must in any case be a feel of rightness, proper relations. Because Chapels are somewhat more personal than the larger assembly, the detail and color must be compatible. To state that all these and numberless other requirements are fully met in the Chapel would of course be presumptuous, however this Chapel does incorporate as many of the requirements as possible. The builder, electrician, wood-workers and wood carvers were excellent in their work. All the word symbols and photographs can not accomplish that which your invited visit could, why don’t you stop by and have a peek?
L. H. SHATTUCK CO., INC.

Contractors
449 Hayward Street
MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

General Contractors
for
New Chapel
at
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Manchester, N. H.

R. C. Peabody Co., Inc.

Contractors
Plumbing • Heating • Sprinkler

Sales - Installation - Service
720 Union St. Dial 2-0824
Manchester, N. H.

Plumbing - Heating

for
NEW CHAPEL
at
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Manchester, N. H.
FRANCIS P. CONNOR & SON, INC.

Plastering Contractor
for
NEW CHAPEL
at
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Manchester, N. H.
and the
NEW NUTTING BUILDING
Nashua, N. H.
2 John Street
Dial TU 2-0451
NASHUA, N. H.

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
for
New Chapel
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Manchester, N. H.

G. F. ST. LAWRENCE & SON
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
2 Dutton Street
MANCHESTER, N. H.
NA 3-6793

Painting Contractor
at
NEW CHAPEL
at
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Manchester, N. H.

CONNIE'S
CEMENT FLOOR CO.

J. "Connie" Griffith
Suncook, N. H.
Dial HU 5-9444

CEMENT FLOORS
at
NEW CHAPEL
of
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Manchester, N. H.

Monolithic • Granolithic • Metallic

Serving the Architects,
Contractors, and Engineers of
New England
MONADNOCK BLOCKS
.. the best in concrete masonry..

- hi-lite
- shadow
- split-block
- formbloc

Quality controlled . . . produced to A.S.T.M. specifications . . . a unit for every need. Also a complete line of masonry supplies.

ARTHUR WHITCOMB, inc.
KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

DERRYFIELD SUPPLY CO., INC.
- Wholesalers -

Kohler Plumbing Fixtures
National — U. S. Radiator Heating Products
Fluid Heat Air Conditioning
John Wood Hot Water Heaters
H. B. Smith Boilers
Pipe • Fittings • Valves
National Disposal Units

GRANITE and FRANKLIN STS.
Manchester, N. H.

“tailor-made” FIDELITY, SURETY and BURGLARY coverages demand a

SPECIALIST

also writing: Reinsurances •
Fire and Inland Marine •
Casualty and Liability Lines •
Accident and Health • Specialized
Lines and Excess Covers
Architects have long recognized the benefits derived from the timely, systematic interchange of information in the construction field. They find that this benefits their clients and all concerned ... brings a wider range of bids ... brings more complete news of new products, new trends, new techniques. And it saves much time that might otherwise be wasted on salesmen uninformed as to the architects' current interests.

This information, incorporated in Dodge Reports, is helpful to all firms in new construction. And it guides the right supplier's salesman to the right architect at the right time.

That's why for more than 65 years architects have found it good practice to provide their Dodge reporters with complete information about their work.

DODGE REPORTS
Construction News Service
31 St. James Avenue, Boston 16
119 West 40th Street, New York 18
NEW PRODUCTS

Aluminum Grilles by Blumcraft

GRILL-O-METRICS, the new 3-dimensional grilles developed by Blumcraft of Pittsburgh, and illustrated in their new catalogue M-59, are available to architects for use as railing panels, sun screens, room dividers and for complete building surfacing. Unlike stamped or perforated metal grilles, Grill-O-Metrics are built of sculptured extrusions to provide structural depth.

The sparkling facets which float sturdily in space are furnished in either a dished circular pattern or in a rectangular diamond effect. The vertical background supports are furnished in black anodized finish to provide a striking contrast with the facets. The aluminum alloy is the same alloy as that used in the entire Blumcraft railing line, thus providing uniformity of aluminizing. Extrusions are used throughout, no casting nor sheet aluminum.

In addition to style “R” and style “D” shown in the Blumcraft catalogue, two additional patterns of larger facets have been developed and are included with the other Grill-O-Metric details for easy tracing.

The flexibility of the entire Blumcraft system is retained in Grill-O-Metrics. By omitting any number of facets, the architect is free to create his own pattern arrangements. Also of interest to the architect is that Grill-O-Metrics is less costly than custom-built aluminum grilles.

Architects are invited to forward their preliminary drawings of railings and grilles to Blumcraft for review by its design staff, prior to completion of the architect’s working drawings.

The new Blumcraft catalogue M-59, with details of the new Grill-O-Metrics, also contains new posts and handrail shapes. Architects desiring copies of the new catalogue and easy tracing details of the new Grill-O-Metrics are invited to write to Blumcraft of Pittsburgh, 461 Melwood Street, Pittsburgh 13, Pennsylvania.

DOOR PROBLEMS SOLVED

It may not be Yankee ingenuity in every case, but Overhead Door Products Corp, Nashua, N. H. can come up with the right answer to your overhead door problems.

The photos show one answer to a problem a manufacturer in New Hampshire had easily solved. Due to a monorail which extended to the door, door tracks and assembly were reversed and the manufacturers problems were no more.
URASTONE FLEXICORE CORP.

Long Span Precast Concrete
Floor and Roof Units

Boston Office:
68 Webcowet Road
P. O. Box 1
Arlington, Mass.

Phones: Mission 3-7841 and Mission 8-0494
HARRY C. A. BEHR, Sales Engineer
A. GORDON BENSON

PALMER
Plumbing Supply Co.

Wholesalers
Plumbing - Heating - Mill Supplies

Distributors of
WEIL-McLAIN BOILERS
KOHLER ENAMELWARE
PETRO OIL BURNERS

ROCHESTER, LACONIA, N. H.
PORTLAND, ME.

“Competent Engineering Service”
Library—American Inst. of Archt's.
1735 New York Ave. N.W.
Washington 6, D.C.

Form 3547 Requested

**Build with Brick and Tile**

Face Brick — Facing Tile — Flue Lining
Metal Specialties — Sewer Pipe

DENSMORE BRICK COMPANY
Manufacturers and Distributors • Lebanon, New Hampshire

Serving Northern New England and New York with Steel Products

Our large steel fabrication plant can provide you with structural steel, longspan trusses, ornamental iron and fabricated platwork. Our warehouse is kept stocked with large inventories of steel and steel products in all sizes. Prompt delivery is our goal on all orders, large or small.

LET US QUOTE ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS

VERMONT STRUCTURAL STEEL CORP.
Plant and Warehouse Dial 4-9844
207 FLYNN AVENUE Burlington BURLINGTON, VT.